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Saturday August 3, 3:30-5:30PM

Vision Therapy for Divergence Excess

� This hands-on course will demonstrate vision therapy 
techniques for treating divergence excess and 
intermittent exotropia. 

� The use of prisms, appropriate fusional targets, and � The use of prisms, appropriate fusional targets, and 
therapy equipment will be discussed and practiced. 

� We will discuss how to support and load each 
activity to build fusion skills.



Divergence Excess

� Divergence Excess - a tendency for the eyes to turn out 
at distance.

� Learning Objectives –

To understand the signs and symptoms of Divergence 1. To understand the signs and symptoms of Divergence 
Excess.

2. To learn about treatment options to correct Divergence 
Excess.

3. To develop a Divergence Excess vision therapy 
training program.



� Divergence Excess:  Divergence excess (DE) can 
be described clinically as exophoria or 
exotropia at far greater than the near 
deviation by at least 10 prism diopters (PD).deviation by at least 10 prism diopters (PD).



• The prevalence of DE is approximately 0.03 
percent of the population.

• DE is more common in women (60-70% of 
cases) and those of African decent. 

• DE strabismus has a strong hereditary 
predisposition.predisposition.

Statistics for Divergence Excess (DE)



Onset of Divergence Excess

• The deviation is commonly noticed in 
children less than 18 months of age.  

• In general, surgery is recommended 
based on the frequency of time that based on the frequency of time that 
the eye turns, not the amount of eye 
turn.  

• Consultation with local pediatric 
ophthalmology shows that surgery is 
recommended at age 3 in the Denver 
Metro area.



Progression

� Progression may occur throughout 
life, but typically at about 6 years 
of age, the deviation becomes more 
noticeable because of an increase noticeable because of an increase 
in both the frequency and extent of 
the deviation.



Signs

1. The closing of an eye in bright sunlight may be 
pathognomonic of DE.  This is the eye that usually 
turns.turns.

2. Patients usually have a NORMAL near point of 
convergence (NPC).

3. They have normal Base-out fusional ranges at 
near.

4. Vision is typically normal in each eye.

5. Normal stereopsis (depth perception) at near.



Patients may have
1. Suppression of the 

deviating eye
2. Double vision with 

Normal 
Correspondence 
(NRC)(NRC)



3. Single vision with Anomalous 
Correspondence (ARC): If ARC occurs when 
an eye deviates; the DE patient has an 
extension of the binocular field known as 

Panoramic Viewing

extension of the binocular field known as 
panoramic viewing.



The angle of eye turn is typically 30 prism diopters.

Panoramic Viewing



The angle of eye turn is typically 30 prism diopters.

Panoramic Viewing



SYMPTOMS:

1. Asymptomatic: when the deviation 
occurs with either deep suppression or 
anomalous correspondence, no eyestrain 
or discomfort is typically present.

Asthenopia (eye strain) is present when 2. Asthenopia (eye strain) is present when 
the patient has diplopia (double vision). 

3. Some DE patients complain of distance 
blur because they over accommodate to 
keep their eyes aligned. 



Treatment Options

� Without treatment, some of these 
deviations may decompensate 
and become strabismic, resulting 
in the loss of stereopsis and the 

� This risk is greatest in 
children 0-2 years of age 
because ocular alignment is 
a prerequisite for the 

1. No treatment 2. Patching

in the loss of stereopsis and the 
development of suppression. 

a prerequisite for the 
development of normal 
binocularity.

� When an eye is occluded 
for 45 minutes, 60% of 
patients will become 
strabismic at near to the 
same angle as their 
distance deviation.



Treatment Options

� Treatment of non-
strabismic vergence 
anomalies can be 

3.  Vision Therapy

anomalies can be 
completed at any age.

� The success rate for 
vision therapy 
treatment is 90%.



Treatment Options

� Over-minus glasses or 
contact lenses to 
stimulate 

� Base-in prism in 
distance/driving 
glasses to move the 

4.  Lenses 5.  Prism

stimulate 
accommodative 
vergence to improve 
eye alignment.

glasses to move the 
image optically into 
alignment.



Over-minus lenses stimulate accommodative convergence.

Typically, young patients are able to tolerate -2.00 D over their normal 
prescription.

Lens Correction for Divergence Excess



1. Note that surgery has not 
shown physiological support 
of mechanical causes – the 
extra ocular muscle insertions 
are normal.  

2. Surgery caries risk of 
inducing near esotropia.

Surgical correction

inducing near esotropia.

6.



What does the surgeon say?

� Exotropia typically develops in a progressive course, as 
detailed below.

� First, the eyes rarely turn outward, usually only when the 
patient is tired or sick.

� Next, the eyes start to spontaneously deviate outwards, 
and then straighten out moments later. This is an and then straighten out moments later. This is an 
intermittent exotropia. When an intermittent tropia is 
present, it means that the brain is unable to keep the 
eyes aligned all of the time, but has the capability to 
keep them aligned some of the time. At this point, depth 
perception is still present but is at risk of being 
diminished or lost.

� Finally, as the intermittent tropia becomes less 
controlled by the brain, the eyes will start to turn 
outwards more and more frequently – once the eyes 
are constantly turned outwards, this is an exotropia.



What does the surgeon say?

� It is preferable to operate on an intermittent exotropia 
because we know that the binocular cells (in the brain) 
are still functioning and have the capacity to keep the 
eyes aligned at least some of the time. Once the eyes 
are constantly exotropic (always turned out), the 
binocular cells may be damaged to the point that 
binocularity has been lost – in this case, there is no binocularity has been lost – in this case, there is no 
stimulus for the eyes to remain straight. 

� So, when is the best time to operate? As an intermittent 
exotropia becomes more frequent. The decision to 
operate is based on the frequency of the exo-deviation, 
not the size of the turn. For example, a small constant 
exotropia can be operated on at any time, but a large 
intermittent exotropia that occurs infrequently is 
probably not ready for surgery. 



What does the surgeon say?

� “A few more things about exotropia: First, people 
who are myopic (near-sighted) and have an 
exotropia should wear their glasses all of the time, 
because this can help to limit the frequency of the 
exotropia. 

� Second, there is one form of exotropia where eye � Second, there is one form of exotropia where eye 
exercises can help – if the eyes turn out more when 
looking at something up close than when looking at 
something far away. In this situation, which is called 
convergence insufficiency, specific eye muscle 
exercises can be effective if performed properly. 

� Convergence insufficiency is the only type of 
strabismus (?!) that has been shown to respond to eye 
movement exercises (orthoptics).”



VISION THERAPY 

TREATMENT OF 

DIVERGENCE EXCESS
Divergence Excess Treatment is often treated differently Divergence Excess Treatment is often treated differently 
than other types of Exotropia



Vision Therapy for Divergence Excess



When accommodation is relaxed, so is 
convergence.

� (AC/A)  Accommodative Convergence per diopter of 
Accommodation (∆/D) Ratio:

� AC/A is typically 16∆/D if distance and near 
measurements are compared

but� but
� AC/A is only 3.5 ∆/D if gradient testing is used (Plano 
phoria compared to +1.00 for example)

� Duane’s Theory: the exotropia is NOT due to relaxation of the 
medial rectus muscles, but due to active divergence of the lateral 
rectus muscles.

� Divergence goes beyond a fusable range.



� Flax Theory: Due to near point stress and strain, the 
patient has poor fusional skills.  This manifests as 
poor control over coordinating relaxation of 
accommodation AND divergence. Sensory fusion is 
developed, but motor alignment is inconsistent.developed, but motor alignment is inconsistent.



Flax method: 

� Training is not done at the objective angle because 
sensory fusion is developed: alignment posture is 
emphasized in training.  emphasized in training.  



Stereoscopic targets are used before flat fusion 

� Targets are first made smaller and then moved further away.  



Monocular skills and accommodation skills are 

emphasized.  

� Monocular Skills � Accommodation



Near plus lenses are an integral part of therapy 

and maintenance.



Cooper Theory: 

1. Proximal (due to something appearing close) triggers 
more near convergence ability.  

2. DE patients align their eyes when it creates the 
advantage of stereopsis.  

3. ARC is harmonious and only present during the eye turn 
– the eye turns out far enough that the patient has 
panoramic viewing and not wiring of mismatched points panoramic viewing and not wiring of mismatched points 
between the two eyes.

4. When the eyes are aligned, correspondence is normal. 



Peripheral stereoscopic targets are used first 
and skills are extended from near to distance.

Cooper method: 



Smooth vergences are mastered and 
then jump ductions. 



Fusion, BIM/BOP, and voluntary 
vergences are developed using 
physiological diplopia training.physiological diplopia training.



Types of 
Vergence



VISION THERAPY TECHNIQUES

1. Start with STRONG 
stereoscopic targets with 
good depth perception 
and fusion lock.  

2. Large, peripheral targets 
are easier to fuse than 
small, central targets.



VISION THERAPY

Fusion Exercises at Distance



Distance Fusion Exercises

� Increase the distance from the patient to the target
� Walk away
� Lean away
� Swing away
� The therapist moves the target further awayThe therapist moves the target further away
� Mirror

� Increase the divergence demand with a target at a 
fixed distance
� Base-In (BI) prism
� Minus lenses
� Target separation



Vision Therapy Techniques

� Vectographs, tranaglyphs, and computer 
stereograms:
� They present a different perspective of an object to each 

eye (i.e. binocular disparity). 
� This is accomplished with cross polarization (Polaroid 

glasses), alternation (Liquid Crystal Glasses) or color glasses), alternation (Liquid Crystal Glasses) or color 
cancellation (red/green glasses). 

� They either have a fixed or variable disparity.
� The fixed type is on one sheet, and the amount of fusional 
demand is pre-set. 

� In a "sliding“ type, the images presented to each eye are able to 
move which allows for variability in the amount of vergence 
demand presented. 



3-D TV

1. The TV screen refreshes the picture at a rate 
faster than the eye can detect. 

2. The TV alternates images as it refreshes. One 
image for the right eye, one for the left eye.

3. These images are slightly offset tricking the 3. These images are slightly offset tricking the 
brain into thinking it is viewing a 3D image. 

4. The active shutter glasses synchronize with the 
TV and block out images for each eye. So 
when the image for the right eye is displayed 
the glasses block the left eye. And when the 
image for the left eye is displayed the 
glasses block the image for the right eye.



3-D Screens

� the technology being used to offer 
3D without glasses requires the 
viewer to be directly in front of the 
source. 

� Therefore this works for a cell 
phone or computer monitor where 
only one person is using it at a time 
and they are directly in front of it.



3D

Works like an 
aperture 
ruler:ruler:



SILO Perception

� In general, as BO demand is increased, the target 
will appear closer (in) and smaller. This is the "SI" 
part. As BI vergence is increased, the target(s) will 
appear to move away (out) and get larger. This is 
the "LO" part.the "LO" part.

� Float awareness

� Localization

BI = base-in
BO = base-out
M = minus lens
P = plus lens



Vision Therapy Techniques

1. Progress to smaller, more central targets.

2. Progress to more distant targets:

� Increase physical distance to target by leaning body 
close and farclose and far

� Lie on back and view target with a ceiling light 
instead of a light board

� Projection of targets

� Start close to wall where image is projected and then move 
further away



1. Vectograms:
Near and Projected



Vectograms (Bob Sanet, OD)

� Level 1: Quoits with the Acuity Suppression target or 
a penny as a central reference.

� Slow “massage” from 3 BO to BI (3/C)

� “Lasso” the image with a finger� “Lasso” the image with a finger

� Increase range of fusion

� Level 2: Clown

� Level 3: Spirangle

� Level 4: Mother Goose



Vectograms:



Vectograms (Bob Sanet, OD)

� Jump Ductions

� Look far away from target, 
look back up close

� Can they align the target into 3-
D?D?

� Close eyes, open

� Read near print, look back to 
vectogram



Vectograms

� Mulitple vectograms

� Various gaze positions



Vectograms (Bob Sanet, OD)

� Add lens flipper (+/-)

� BIM/BIP and BOM/BOP

BI = base-in
BO = base-out
M = minus lens
P = plus lens



Vectograms

� Walkback



Vectograms

� Ceiling light
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Divergence Techniques from CITT



Vectograms: Projection



Projected Vectogram *silver wall



2. Tranaglyphs



Anaglyphs

� BC Cards

� Keystone Fusion cards

� Red/Green Toybox
Alphabet Fusion Cards



Tranaglyphs

� Variable Tranaglyphs



Tranaglyphs

� Multiple � Walk-away (lean away)



Tranaglyphs

� Black tranaglyphs



TV Trainer 

� Distance Tranaglyphs



Sports Tranaglyphs



3. Computer Vergence Training
Near and Projected

� HTS

� Vision Builder

� VTS

� Computer Orthoptics� Computer Orthoptics



Computer Vergence Training
Near



Computer Vergence Training
Projected



4. Bernell-o-scope

� Purpose: To build binocular skills at different 
distance and near settings. 



Brewster-type stereoscopes

� Targets for use with stereoscopes:



5. Aperture Ruler

� Single-window



Aperture Ruler

� Double-window



Aperture Ruler



6. Wheatstone Cheiroscope

� Flying “W”



7. Brock String

Functional Impact: Building eye 

alignment, accuracy and control.

Purpose: To develop and enhance eye teaming 
abilities at different distances in space and in abilities at different distances in space and in 
different positions of gaze.         

� http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EGlCVTdNqfw&
feature=related



Brock String

To break the suppression, try the following:
1. Check posture and peripheral awareness.
2. Blink rapidly several times.
3. Jiggle or vibrate the string.

Touch the bead4. Touch the bead
5. Move the bead closer or further away.
6. Use a shoestring with flat sides in place of the 

string.
7. Wave or tap near the suppressing eye.
8. Add red-green glasses



Brock String

� If the patient sees two beads 
and two strings, it means his 
eyes are not converged at 
the bead.  

� The patient should � The patient should 
concentrate on changing 
where the eyes are looking 
until it pushes the bead into 
one image.  

� You may need to move the 
bead closer to do this.



Other Physiological Diplopia 
Techniques:

Barrel Card



Other Physiological Diplopia 
Techniques:



Physiological Diplopia

� Yardstick and Pins

� String and Dowel





8. Lens and Prism Flipper



Red/Green Flipper or Polaroid flipper:



9. Loose prism and prism bar





10. Light the Candle



10. Light the Candle



11. Mirror Training

� Vis ‘a vis

� Polaroid walk-aways



Mirror superimposition



Mirror convergence/divergence



12. Free Space Fusion

Thumbs: BO and BI are the bridge to free-
space fusion.





Free Space Fusion

You can fuse 
separate targets in 

a crossed 
(chiascopic) or 

Eccentric Circles

(chiascopic) or 
uncrossed 

(orthopic) way.





Free Space Fusion: Jumps



Free Space Fusion

Lifesaver Cards

Sports Cards



Free Space Fusion

Find the Difference Puzzles:



13.  Random Dot Stereo









RDS Stereoscope Targets



Random Dot Pad
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14. Near Far (Rock) Exercises

� Walk-away

� Walking Rail

� Swinging





15. Voluntary Vergences

�Biocular

�Howell Card



Voluntary Vergences

� Modified Thorington



Voluntary Vergences: Red Light/Red Ring

� Purpose: To break down the brain’s adaptation 
to the suppression of one eye.  

� This activity causes the visual field of one eye to 
encroach upon the other, which gives the patient encroach upon the other, which gives the patient 
feedback and awareness of each field.



Voluntary Vergences

Red Light/

Red Ring 
VariationsVariations



Red Light/Red Ring



16. BIM/BOP



THANKS!

Jen Simonson www.bouldervt.com


